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lntroduct¡on

The skìIls and knowledge required to take an active part in a society characterised by digital
technology are embedded, learned, and practiced in people's daily lives. The ever-changing
media- and technology landscapes create opportunities for learning at all stages in life in
formal md informal settings. New policies and practices entailed by the high presence of
digital tools have to take into accout the "inclusion" or "exclusion" of different groups in
society-

Technology and open education open doors to groups of learners fiom a range of
bacþrounds, generations, cultues with different languages, literacies, and ways of
communication. It is difficult in the meantime to meet the evolving skills demand in the
globalising value chains. Lifelong Learning is not yet a reality for most!

The behaviou, interests and roles oflearners are also repositioned. Technological innovation
implies faster learning, and instruction has to be 'usefr:l" in order to motivâte and engage
students. In order to strengthen and stabilise learning, the collaboration between the human
mind and the machine have to be regularþ reconsidered.

It is of great importance to study how the educational framing, from poliry level down to the
actual learning situation, allows for various types ofelearning, open and distance education.
Diversity also causes fragmentation in learning achievements which should be carefrrlly
managed, without loosing identity of learners. One challenge is the often fragmented view of
what has been achieved theoretically and practically in this field, and the ever-increasing offer
of technology. Co-ordination of information, knowledge and creativity is of high importance
for the educational experience.

How do educators deal with diversity in media and technology enhanced learning
environments? How can such diversity be accounted for and used to transform md adapt

online learning settings? How do teachers and policy makers meet digital inequalities -
what are the impacts of incresing complexity of stakeholder groups of education? What
will be the effects ofsocio-economic demands and large scale migration on learning?

Will the digital pedagogy arsenal be able to manage diversity in media and technology
enhanced leaning? How can learning analytics help in assessing md handling diversity in
learners background and perfomance

How do we bring together the strengths of the past with the opportunities fo¡ the futu¡e?

The responsibility of the scholarþ community includes the proper handling of diversity in
education with respect to learners' profiles, bacþrormds, generations, cr¡ltures with different
languages, literacies, and ways of commuication as well as diversity in media and technology
enhanced learning environments. We need renowned reflections of practice that support
paadigm-changing trmsformations based on systematic knowledge.

EDEN 2017 is the forum that offers a chance to work together for these goals, and to gain
further insight into the core questions.

Ylva L¡ndberg
Dean of Research, Jönköping University

Airina Volungeviciene
EDEN President
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Framework for D¡g¡tally Matuf e SGhools
N¡nø Begiëev¡¿ Reitep et al.

Digitally Mature Schools (FDMS), instrment for self-evaluation and sternal evaluation of
schools, as well as the software supporting FDMS implementation. The FDMS consists of five
evaluation areæ and five levels of digital maturity and it is in line with the generic European
Framework for Digitally Competent Educational Organiætions (DigCompOrg). In
accordance with the FDMS, the instrment for evaluation of the digitat maturity of schools

was prepared. The self-evaluation and external evaluation of 151 schools in Croatia was
perfomed according to the mentioned ¡nstrument and online software. The purpose of
evaluation was to detemine the initial level of the digital maturity ofeach school included in
pilot project. This was necessary in order to enable the monitoring of their progress and the
planning ofthe most suitable means ofsupport for schools.

Finally, in this paper, we present the methodology used in developing the Framework for
Digitally Mature Schools (FDMS), as well as the FDMS itself. The methodology will not be
presented in detâil due to the page limit.

Objectives of the ¡esearch

The overall objectives ofthe research within e-Schools proiect related to the FDMS are:

. to review the existing findings on maturity of schools, to propose main areas and
elements, to describe digital matuity of schools and to build a comprehensive
fiamework for assessment ofdigital maturity ofschools;

. to develop a framework for evaluation of digital maturity of schools for Croatian
educational context;

o to develop the Instrument (in form of a rubric and accompanfng questionnaire) for
self-evaluation and external evaluation of schools in order to be able to determine the
digital maturitylevel for each school;

. to assess the level of digital matwity of schools in Croatia with self-evaluation and
external evaluation using the developed instrument;

. to perform in-depth analysis ofmaturity levels of all schools included in the research,

as well as to monitor their progress and plan the mems of support within e-schools
project.

The specific objectives ofthis paper are:

. to briefly present methodology used in developing the Framework for Digitally Mature
Schools (FDMS);

. to present developed FDMS bæed on theoretical findings and suruey results.

Analysis of Dig¡tal Matur¡ty Frameworks

In the scope of our research the qualitative analysis of 15 digital naturity fiameworks was
performed. The following Frameworks were analyæd:

1. Assessing the e-Maturity of your Sdrool (Ae-MoYS);

z. DigCompOrg(DigCompOrg);
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FRAMEWORK FOR DIGITALTY MATURE SCHOOLS

Nina Begièevié Reiìep, lgor Baløban, Bojan Zugec, Marina Kaëmer ëalopa, BlaZenka Divjaþ
University of Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract

Rapid diffision of Infomation and Communication Technologies (ICT) in all professional
and personal areas require digital matwity fiom schools. In order to assess this aspect of
school, a concept of digitally matwe school has been developed a¡d translated into different
frameworks. In this paper, we describe development methodology of Framework for Digitally
Mature Schools (FDMS) in Croatia. The FDMS, together with the accompanying instrument
and software, represents a unique and comprehensive tool set for the assessment of digital
maturity of a school. The FDMS recognized five areas divided into 38 elements that are

described on five digital maturiÇ levels in the form ofa rubric.

lntroduction
A concept of digitally mature schools is increasingly becoming significant within the modern
educational system due to the growing importance of Infomation and Communication
Technologies (ICT) in education. The Europem Commission has recognized the significance
of this concept and, through its policies, encourages the development of digitally mature
schools. We described digitaìly mature schools as schools with a high level of.integration of
ICT md systematiæd approach to ICT use in school management and in their educational
processes. The use of ICT in schools is no longer a matter of individual enthusiasm, but a

systemic approach planned and implemented at the lwel of school in accordance with local
and state policies (e-Schools). The Framework for Digitally Matue Schools is therefore
needed to enable the identification of areas and elements that contribute to the digital
maturity as well as for planning of possible progress in the integmtion and use of digital
technologies.

There are several frameworks designed regarding the digital maturiÇ of educational
institutions (Table 1). However, based on the perfomed qualitative analysis of these

frameworks we conclude that neither ofthem provides a comprehensive concept which could
be used as the basis for the establishment of a digitally mature schooling system. There is no
concept that would encompass framework, the instrument for evaluation nor a softwa¡e
supporting implementation.

Based on the anaþis of the *isting frameworks and in line with the goals of e-schools project
in Croatia ("e-Schools: Establishing a System for Developing Digitally Mature Schools (pilot
project)" funded by the ESF and ERDF), we developed a cornprehensive Framework for
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3. elæarning Roadmap (eleaming Roadmap);

4. elæmer (el.emer);

5. The ePortfolios & Open Badges Matuity Matix (ePOBMM);

6. Futue Classroom Maturity Model (FCMM);

7. HBlnnovative(HElnnovative);

8. Jisc Strategic ICT Toolkit (IISC);

9. lædning, Infrastruktur, Kompetens, Användning (LIKA);

10. Microsoft Innovation Frmework & self-reflection tool (MICROSOFT IF & SRT);

11. NACCE SRF (NÁCCE SR-F);

12. OPEKA (OPEKA);

13. Up-scaling Creative Classrooms in Europe (SCALE CCR);

14. SCHOOL MENTOR (SCHOOL MENTOR);

I5. VENSTRESS (VENSTRESS).

Within the analysis, a special attention was paid to the following elements: implemented
development approach, application areâ, sensibility to beginning and/or advanced levels, the
existence of accompanying ftameworþ instruments for evaluating the maturity level and for
the supporting software and best practice examples. An overuiew of the frameworlc analyæd
in this ¡esearch is shown in Table L The malysis revealed two ftameworls/toolkits
(DigCompOrg and eleaming Roadmap) that, due to their characteristics, best describe the
comprehensive field of digital maturity of schools. However, further modifications and
adiustrnents are needed for both frameworks on grounds of two major reasons: (a) to adjust
the framework to the local (Croatian) context (also required and suggested by the

DigCompOrg framework), (b) to update outdated elements (due to fact that the second

identified framework/tool - elearning Roadmap is outdated).
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FramewoÌk fo1 D¡g¡tally Mature Schools
Nind Begièev¡¿ Redep etdl.

Table 1: Overv¡ew offrameworks analysis

Name Framework Level Approach Appl¡cat¡on area Best practice

online self-
evaluation
quest¡onna¡re

Digcomporg Framework

eLearn¡ng Frameworkand
Roadmap matr¡x
eLEMER Frameworkand

onlineself-
evaluat¡on
quest¡onna¡fe

ePOBMM Frameworkand
matr¡x

FCMM Frameworkand
onl¡ne self-
evaluation
quest¡onnaíre

HElnnovãt¡ve Frameworkand
online self-
evaluat¡on
quest¡onnaire

JISC Frameworkand
online self-
evaluation
quest¡onna¡re

LIKA FÊmeworkand
onl¡ne self-
evaluation
questionnaire

M¡cro5oft Frameworkand
Framework onlineself-

evaluat¡on
quest¡onnaire

NACCE SRF Framework and
online self-
evaluat¡on
quest¡onna¡re

OPEKA Fnmeworkand
onl¡ne self-
evaluation
questionnaire

SCALECCR Framework

SCHOOL FEmeworkand
MENTOR online self-

evaluat¡on
quest¡onnaire

VENSTRESS Onlineself-
evaluat¡on
questionnaire

/lnstrument
Ae-MoYS

Quant¡tat¡ve h¡gh-school

Advanced Qual¡tat¡ve Elementaryand World
h¡gh-schooL HEt

Advanced Qual¡tative Elementaryand lreland
high-school

Advanced Qual¡bt¡ve Elementaryand Hungary
Quant¡tative h¡gh-school

Advanced Qual¡tat¡ve Mostly HEI EU

Advanced Qualitative Elementaryand EU

high-school

Elementary Qual¡tat¡ve HEI World

Advanced Qual¡tat¡ve HEI EU

Quant¡tat¡ve

Elementary Qualitðt¡ve Elementaryand Sweden
h¡gh-school

Advanced Qual¡tat¡ve Elementaryand World
Quant¡tat¡ve high-school

Elementary Qual¡tative K¡ndergartens, United
Quant¡tative elementaryand K¡ngdom

h¡gh-school

Advanced Qual¡tat¡ve Elementaryand F¡nland

Quant¡tative h¡9h-school

Beg¡nn¡ng Qual¡tat¡ve Elementaryand Europe
high-school

Advanced Qual¡btive Elementaryand Noryay
Quant¡tative high-school

Beginn¡ng Qualitat¡ve Elementaryand Netherlands
high-school
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Research methodology

The Frmework for Digital Maturity of Schools (FDMS) was being developed in the period
fiom October 2015 to June 2016 within the fiamework ofe-Schools project by FOI (Faculty of
Organiation and Infomatics, University of Zagreb) and CARNet (Croatian Academic and
Research Network) experts. The methodological approach we used for the development ofthe
FDMS was for the most part qualitativ€. It was based on the comprehensive review of
academic and grey literature, a pool of the existing frameworks, meta-malysis of selected
frameworks and a number of stakeholders' consultations.

Fitst phose

In the first phase, we have done a comprehensive qualitative analysis of 15 frameworks for the
digitd matu¡ity with focus on digital technologies or some forms of digital matudty in
different sectors (Section 3). Based on the results ofthe anaþis two frameworls have been
selected to form the basis for the creation of the FDMS: (a) DigCompOrg, the frmework
developed by the Euopean Commission for the digitally competent educational institutions,
and (b) the elæarning Roadmap tool which is very successfully used for the purpose of
certification of digitally mature schools in Ireland. Howeyer, these fiameworks did not cover
the entire concept needed to support building of the FDMS. Roadmap is not a framework but
a tool which mostly covers e-Learning. Therefore, it enables schools only to test the cunent
level of thei¡ e-learning maturity. Namel¡ the digital maturity is a broader concept than e-
Leaning matuity. Further, it is adjusted solely to the Irish educational system which
influences its applicability in Croatia or any other country. DigCompOrg is a framework for
digitally competent educational institutions and includes all the main areas of digitally
competent educational institutions. Additionaly, it represents a very complex and
comprehensive framework that can be the basis for the assessment of all educational systems.
In the development of oü Framework, DigCompOrg serued as a generic framework
However, its elements within the main areas were reduced and modiâed in order to
correspond to the context of elementary and high-schools in Croatia. The described analysis
was based on expert knowledge and experience. Table 2 shows the mapping of the basic
dimensions of two above-mentioned frameworks on the newly created FDMS. The result of
the first phase was the first version of the Framework, developed by using qualitative analysis
of 15 Frameworks with focus on two indicated European models. It was followed by several
demanding cycles of confumation md revision using expert knowledge.

Table 2: Mapping ofthe FDMS to exist¡ng framework
Croatian framework D¡gCompOrg Thematic Elements elearn¡ng Roadmap

Constructs

Framework fo¡ Dig¡tally Mature Schools
Ninq Begi¿ev¡¿ Reilep et al.

Second phase

In the second phase of the framework development, we applied sorting cards (e-sorting)
method and two focus groups analysis as tools for deÊning new framework areas and their
elements as well as descriptors related to the levels. Ten experts that participated in the card
sorting method covered the areas ofdigital technologies, their application in the educational
system, strategic planning and similar. The suggested pool of elements in the e-sorting
method was created on the resrfts of the DigCompOrganalysis and on the conclusions of two
focus groups performed with more than 60 principals and teachers. The new elements
included in the Framework are: Assessment, Learning Anal¡ics (LA), Content repository and
licensing, læarning spaces and E-inclusion. At that stage, it was decided to base the framework
on five maturity levels and to present it in a fom of a rubric. Namel¡ the rubric enables
mapping of the achievement against explicit assessment criteria. However, it is important to
describe the criteria as clearþ as possible.

Thìrd phase

In the third development phase, the experts who developed the ftamework now determined
the descriptors for all levels in rubrics form. A research was conducted, using a questionnaire,
on about 70 examinees who had to prioritize the aeas and elements and list new ones if they
considered necessary. There were also semi-structured interviews with the representatives of
school founders, ministry, school principals and digital technology experts. The participants
were asked to assess the implementation of digital technology in school in order to confirm
md improve the proposed areas, elements md descriptors in the FDMS. It is important to
mention that, in this phase, the specificities of the Croatian system were built into the
developed FDMS and Instrument. With this, the procedure of defining areas, framework
elements and descriptors for all the elements on all levels was completed.

Fourth phose

Based on the FDMS, the fourth development phase resulted with the rubric (maturity matrix)
for each domain with 5 matudty levels, 5 areas and 38 elements. We used mathematical
(propositional) logic with logical operations and quantifiers to cleaù connect statements and
accurately describe maturity levels. However, since the pilot group of respondents found
challenging to work with the rubrics directly, it was decided to convert the rubrics into
questionnaire items. In order to map the questionnaire items into the rubrics, the use of
mathematical logic proved to be valuable. In order to determine the overall maturity level of a
sdrool, Taxicab metric was used.

Fifth phase

In the fifth development phase, there were several consecutive iterations of improving the
Framework and descriptor elements, the rubrics, as well as the questionnaire items (in the
Instrument) with help ofexperts fron CARNet, principals ofseveral Croatian schools and the
representatives ofschool founders. This resulted with the final version of the FDMS and with
the Instrument that was fu¡ther implemented in form of an online software. The Instument

D¡vers¡ty Matters! - EDEN Annual Conference Proceedingt 20t7,Jönköping
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Plânning, management and
leadersh¡p
ICT in leaming and teaching

Development of d¡gital competences
lCTculture
ICT infrastructure

Leadersh¡p and governance
pract¡ces

Teach¡ng and leam¡ng pract¡ces

Assessment practices
Content and curr¡cula
Professional development
CoopeGt¡on and networking
lnfrastructure

Leade6h¡p ãnd plann¡ng

lCTand curiculum

Professional development
E-learning culture
ICT infrastructure
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was further validated on a sample of l5l schools in croatia where evaluation of digital
maturity was conducted.

Framework for Digitally Mature Schools

The Framework for Digitally Matu¡e schools (FDMS) defines the aeas and levels of the
digital maturiÇ of schools. The methodology used in developing the FDMS was presented in
section 4. The schools can use the FDMS as a guide when planning and integrating the ICT in
learning md teaching, as well as in their management processes. The poliry creators and the
decision-makers in the educational system can exploit the FDMS for the development of
policies and initiatives aiming at successful integration ofthe ICT into the educational system.
The FDMS consists of five areas and five levels ofdigital maturity of schools. Table 3 presents
the areas and elements of the digital matuity of schools within the FDMS (e-Schools,
Begicevic Redjep, 2016). Each area consists of a larger number of elements which have been
described for each maturity level. In Table 4 Rubric for the element "vision, strategic
guidelines and objectives ofICT integmtion" is shown to illustrate the approach.

D¡versity Matters! - EDEN Annual Conference Proceed¡ngs,20] ¿Jönköp¡ng
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Framework for D¡9¡tally Mature Schools
N¡no Beg¡¿ev¡¿ Redepet al.

Table 3: Areas and elements ofthe FDMS

Elements Elements
Planning, management V¡s¡on, stEteg¡c lCTculture Access to ICT resoufces

by edu6t¡onal staff
(teachers)

and leadership gu¡del¡nes and
object¡ves oflcl
integÞt¡on
Plan and progEmme of
school development
from ICT perspective
Manag¡ng the
integEt¡on of lCTin
learn¡ng and teach¡ng
Manag¡ng the
¡ntegEt¡on of lCTthe
school's business
act¡vit¡es
Learn¡ng analytics (LA)

Regulated accessto ICT

resources
Use oflCT ¡n teaching
5tudents w¡th sp(¡al

D¡g¡tal content

Evaluat¡on ofstudents

Students' experience
Special educat¡onal
needs

Access to ICT resources
by students

Network presence

Commun¡Gt¡on,
¡nformat¡on and
report¡ng

Net¡quette
Copyr¡ght and
¡ntell(tual property
Pfoiects

educat¡onal needs
lcl ¡n learn¡ng
and teach¡ng procurement

Plann¡ng Network ¡nfrastructure
Use lcTequ¡pment in the

rhool
lCTequ¡pment for
educat¡onal staff
(teachers)

Programme tools ¡n

schools
Technical suppon
Eqù¡pment ma¡ntenance

Central repos¡tory of
d¡g¡tal documents and
educational content
lnformat¡on secur¡ty
system

digital competences part¡c¡pat¡on
plann¡ng

Purpose of profess¡onal

tra¡n¡n9
Self-conf¡dence ¡n the
use oflCT
D¡g¡tal competences of
students
Specialeductional
needs
lnformal leam¡ng

D¡vers¡ty MatteE! - EDEN Annual Conference Prcceed¡ngt 2Oi ¿Jönköping
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Nino geg¡¿evi¿ Redep et øl-

Table 4: Rubric for the element 'Vision, strategic gu¡delines and objectives of ICT integration"
Basic ln¡t¡al e-Enabled e{onfìdent e-Mature

strategic documents, documents, documentt documents, document5,a
gu¡del¡nes general v¡s¡on general v¡s¡on general v¡sion geneEl v¡s¡on general v¡s¡on
and and strategic and strategic and stEtegic and strategic and strategic
object¡ves guidelinesfor gu¡del¡nesfor guidelinesfor gu¡del¡nesfor guidelinesfor
oflcT school school school school school
¡ntegration development development development development development

are not defìned. are defined. are defined.Th¡s are defìned. ICT are defined. tCT
The ICT However, the ¡ncludes the ICT integGt¡on ¡nto integration ¡nto
integEtion ¡n ICT ¡ntegration ¡ntegration ¡n learn¡ng and learn¡ng and
learn¡ng and ¡n learn¡ng and learn¡ng and teach¡ng teach¡ng
teach¡ng teach¡ng teach¡ng processes and pfocesses and
processes as processes as processes as school school
well as ¡n school well as ¡n school well as in school management managêment
management management management processes ¡s processes ¡s
processes is not processes ¡s not processes. Long- defined as ã defined as a
¡ncluded in the included ¡n the term object¡ves sepaGte v¡s¡on separate v¡sion
generalv¡sion genenlv¡s¡on ofthelcl in lrateg¡c ¡n strateg¡c
and/orstrateg¡c and/or¡nthe ¡mplementation gu¡del¡nes, guidelines.
gu¡delinesfor strateg¡c are partially Long-term Long-term
theschool guidelinesfor defined¡nthe objectivesofthe object¡vesofthe
development. theschool school tCT lcf
Long-term development. documents. ¡mplementation ¡mplementation

Flamework for O¡gitally Maturê SGhools
N¡na Begi¿ev¡¿ Redep et dl.

Level 2: Initial

There is awareness of the possibility to use ICT in learning and teaching and in management
processes, but it has not yet been implemented. A small number of teachers use ICT in
leaming and teaching. There is awareness of the need to enhance the digital competences of
teachers and students. However, the system for the professional development of digital
competences still does not exist. The school is still inactive in the online environment and
access to their own ICT resources is limited. The ICT infiastructure is genenlly undeveloped

and computers with Internet access are available only in few classrooms in the school.

Level 3: e-Enabled

The school is aware of the possibility to use ICT in all its activities, guides the development of
its strategic docments and integration of ICT into these documents. The ICT is used for
workng with students with special educational. needs. The teachers admnce their digital
competences, develop digital content and strt introducing innovative teaching methods. The
school pilticipates in small ICT focused projects. The access to different ICT resources is
provided in most classrooms. A special attention is given to equipment maintenance and to
controll¡ng software licensing. The school is active online, in terms of content presentation
and communication.

Level 4:e-Confident

The school recognizes the advantages ofICT usage in its activities very clearly and integrates
the ICT implementation into strategic documents, as well as in everyday activities. The
teachers use ICT for advanced teaching and assessment methods, as well as develop their own
content and protect it by copyright. There is also a shared repository of content which can be
used by teachers md students. The continuous professional training of teachers for the
purpose ofacquiring digital competences is planned and performed. Students are encouraged
to develop those competences. Access to different ICT resou¡ces is provided in most
classrooms, whereas the procurement and maintenance ofthe ICT resources is planned. The
school is active with respect to ICT projeas. The school is also very active online in terms of
content presentation and communication. Software licensing is cont¡olled and the secuity
aspects ofICT use are taken into consideration.

Level s:e-Mature

In its strategic documents and development plans, the school very clearly recognizes and
requires the use ofICT in all activities. The management practice relies on the integration and
obtaining the data fiom all school information systems. The approach to enhance digital
competences of teachers and students is systematic, professional training for the teachers and
additional course activities for the students are available. The teachers use ICT within
advanced teaching methods, for the development of new coutse content and for the
assessment of student accomplishments. Teachers and students regularly protect digitd
content by copyright. There is also a shared repository ofcontent available for use by teachers
and students. Access to ICT resou¡ces from own devices is proyided in all classrooms and

D¡versily Matters! - EDEN Annual Conference Proceed¡ngt 201 ¿ Jönköping
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objectivesofthe Long-term
lcf object¡vesofrhe
¡mplementat¡on ICT
arenotdefìned. ¡mplementat¡on

are not defìned.

aredefìned, aredefìned.The
However,-'there schoolboard
¡s no periodic per¡od¡cally
evaluation of evaluates the
effects ofthe effects ofthe
defined long- defined long-
term ICT term ICT
¡mplementation ¡mDlementat¡on

Beloq there are brief descriptions of each maturity level. The descriptors indicate the
characteristics of a typical school on a particular level of digital maturity. A specific school
may differ in some aspects from a typical representative for a particular level. In the process of
self-evaluation and external evaluation, each school receives the feedback based on their
characteristics and regarding the assessed maturity level.

Level l:BasÍc

The school is not aware of the possibility of using ICT in learning and teaching nor in
mânagement processes. Therefore, the school does not take the ICT into consideration in
planning its growth and development. The ICT is not used in learning and teaching. The
educational staff (teachers) do not develop their digital competences. The online
communication with school is generally not possible. The ICT infiastructue has not been
provided yet and the computers are used only in few classrooms in the school.
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other rooms in the school. The school independently plans and acquires ICT resources which
are available in nearly all classrooms and other rooms in the school. The enti¡e school has a
developed network inftastructure. An information security system was developed and
softwæe licensing is systematically controlled and planned. The school is characteriæd by
varied ICT project activities, cooperation between teachers and students, as well as between
other schools and stakeholders. This is done through the use of online commmication tools
and e-seruices.

Conclusion

The Framework for Digitally Mature Schools (FDMS), the accompanying Instrument for
evaluation of the digitally mature schools and the supporting software developed in the scope
ofthe e-Schools project represent a unique and cornprehensive tool set created according to
sound research methodology. The FDMS identifies five areas organized as a rubric with 38

elements, each described on five levels of maturity. Due to their generic characteristics, the
FDMS and the Instrument can be applied in other educational systems and counhies with
minor adjustments. The Instrument can be used as a tool to evaluate the school's digital
maturity level but also for the identification ofthe areas for improvement that could enable
the growth on the scale of digital maturity and improve the overall reputation and school
results. The FDMS, the Instrument and the accompanþg softwue have been already
successfirlly applied in the process of self-evaluation and external evaluation of l5l schools in
Croatia. The significant feedback for improvement of the FDMS and of the Instrument was
collected in this validation process. The evaluation of firther 1400 elementary and high-
schools in Croatia is planned for 2017.
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